QUALPRO
Breakthrough Business Results

OUR MISSION

W

e exist to provide our clients
insight into how their processes
work and how we can help them
achieve sustained improvement.
At QualPro, we promise quality
service, quality guidance, quality
improvement, and breakthrough
results.

“We’ve developed different communications
strategies for the different segments, and we
gained credibility within Visa as well as with our
bank partner due to the disciplined approach,
the quantitative results, and the robust
learnings.“
Laurie Dornberger
Visa Marketing Consulting
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“The QualPro Process is really helping us
understand better about the interactions in our
process, and of course the other advantage that
we’ve gotten is we have a better tool to be able
to not only understand the variability but also
address the issues and take advantage of the
opportunities on a much faster basis.“
Mike Ferraro
Executive Director of Manufacturing
GAF
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WHO WE ARE
At
QualPro,
results
are
everything. For over thirty years,
we have helped organizations
achieve breakthrough results
with our Multi-Variable Testing
(MVT®) Process. Our unique
approach
to
performance
improvement uses a real-world
testing process that consistently

delivers rapid
breakthroughs.

performance

QualPro consultants have an
unmatched level of experience
in using designed experiments
to
achieve
breakthrough
improvement.
Additionally,
QualPro provides a level of
technical expertise and real-

world experience that ensures
our clients’ MVT projects are
conducted
successfully.
At
QualPro’s core is a relentless
passion for continuous learning
and growth. We approach
each client engagement as an
opportunity to learn, discover,
and improve.

“QualPro worked
with us to identify
and structure the
opportunities and
show us how they
would work.”
Andy Viens
President, Global Marketing
Phillips 66
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WHY CHOOSE QUALPRO?
1 Years of

Experience

For over three decades, QualPro
has used our MVT Process to help
organizations achieve major performance
improvements. We have successfully
executed over 17,000 MVT projects in
almost every major industry. QualPro
provides a level of technical expertise
and real-world experience that ensures
our clients’ MVT projects are conducted
successfully.
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4 Simultaneous
Testing

QualPro’s MVT Process enables clients to
use designed experiments to test numerous — usually twenty or more— improvement ideas simultaneously in a fast, costfree manner. Because only 25 percent of
improvement ideas are effective, it is necessary to test a large number of ideas to
achieve breakthrough improvement. Our
competitors lack the process, technical expertise, and real-world experience needed
to execute experiments that quickly test
numerous ideas.
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2 Fast and

Practical

Our process evaluates improvement ideas
that are fast, practical, and virtually costfree to implement. Our methods are both
powerful and flexible, allowing us to adapt to
specific problems in any industry and achieve
breakthrough results. We deliver these results
in a fraction of the time required by our
competitors’ approaches. QualPro delivers
breakthrough improvement in months — not
years.
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5 Process Improvement
Leadership

QualPro’s consultants use our advanced statistical testing methods to create valuable new
strategies for your business to drive continuous breakthrough improvement. The MVT
process provides our clients with fast, sustainable improvement strategies that can be easily integrated into their existing business practice without additional capital investments.
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3 Unique

Approach

QualPro’s unique philosophy stems from a deep
appreciation for each client’s existing resources
and data stores. Our approach focuses on
gathering information from all levels of a client’s
workforce to determine new and innovative ideas
for improvement.
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6 Seminars &
Training

QualPro offers a wide variety of seminars, both
public and on-site, that make quality improvement training accessible and affordable for any
company. Public seminars are taught by our expert consultants and offer a unique opportunity
to interact with participants from other companies. Customized on-site seminars bring QualPro’s knowledge of quality improvement methods
to your company’s plant, mill, or office. On-site
training makes the quality improvement process
more understandable by using data and examples specific to your company.
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WHAT IS AN MVT® PROJECT?
At QualPro, we facilitate MVT
projects to help our clients identify practical, fast, and cost-free
ways to immediately improve
key performance indicators
(KPI).
Our process begins with assembling a team that includes individuals from every level of an
organization, from managers to
hourly employees. Once a team
is assembled, our consultants
work with the team to evaluate
the client’s measurement systems and to ensure the measurement systems are accurate
and viable. We also analyze historical data to look for actions
that our client can immediately
implement to improve KPIs.
Next, we identify potential improvement ideas to test. These
ideas come from team brainstorming sessions. Once the
team creates a list of potential
ideas, QualPro works with the
client to narrow the ideas to

ones that are practical, fast, and
cost free. Our consultants work
with the client’s management to
decide which ideas will be tested. QualPro consultants then
design experiments to test the
impact of potential ideas. The
company’s team executes the
experiment while our consultants monitor and audit the process.
At the conclusion of the experiments, QualPro analyzes the results to determine which actions
and combinations of actions
provide the greatest level of improvement.
Once the project is complete, our
consultants share their recommendations with the client, and
the client implements the most
helpful actions. Implementing
the most helpful actions dramatically improves the client’s KPIs
without increasing their capital
expenditures.
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25%
HELP

22%
HURT

53%
MAKE NO
DIFFERENCE

Actual Impact of Improvement Ideas When Tested
Given that only one in four ideas actually improves business results, it’s imperative to test
numerous ideas to achieve breakthrough improvement .
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INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
For over three decades, QualPro has been helping
leading companies in numerous industries achieve
breakthrough improvements with no increase in
capital or operational expenses. Our focus on testing practical, fast, and cost-free solutions allows clients of any industry to rapidly improve results while
reducing costs, and simplifying operations.

Our unique performance improvement approach is
designed to identify innovative ideas for improvement and then test them in a real-world environment to determine which ideas will have the greatest impact on performance. By involving people at
all levels in the organization, our approach builds
enthusiasm for the improvement effort and support
at all levels for implementing the final solutions.

Some of the industries we serve include: chemical,
retail, oil & gas, healthcare, finance, higher education, paper, and telecommunications.
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ON-SITE TRAINING
Our on-site training courses
allow you to tailor QualPro’s
experience to the specific
needs of your company and
expose more people and departments to QualPro’s methodology. On-site seminars
bring our experts’ knowledge
of statistical quality improvement methods directly to
your company’s plant, mill, or
office.
First, choose a topic from
QualPro’s course catalog that
fits your business needs. We
offer a variety of courses
ranging from industry-specific
basic
statistical
quality
improvement
seminars
to advanced and expertlevel experimental design
seminars. We will customize
our training material to fit
your organization’s needs.
Next, decide when and where
your on-site seminar will take
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place. Our consultants will
travel to you on the dates you
decide.
Finally, let our experienced
consultants
help
you
identify innovative ideas for
improvement. We will assist
you in preparing experiments
to test these ideas in a realworld environment. From
your experiments, you will
determine
which
ideas
have the greatest impact
on performance. Our MVT
Process will enable you to
generate fast, breakthrough
results without increased
expenditures.
Customized
to your organization’s core
competencies.

On-site
include:

seminar

benefits

•

Convenient for your
workforce

•

Focuses on the
material most
relevant to
your organization

•

Uses specific data
and examples from
your business

•

Exposes more people
and departments to
QualPro's
methodology

PUBLIC SEMINARS
At QualPro, we offer a wide variety of public seminars. These seminars create a unique opportunity for our clients to interact with
participants from other companies who are also implementing a
quality improvement process. These seminars are taught by our
expert consultants, and course topics are identical to those covered in on-site seminars. Ample time is set aside for questions and
problem solving.
Public seminars are held at various locations across the country
and span several days.
Seminars include:
•

Advanced Design of Experiments Techniques
for Lean Six Sigma Professionals

•

Essential Statistical Quality Improvement Techniques
for the Chemical Industry

•

Essential Statistical Quality Improvement Techniques
for Service and Administrative Processes

•

Essential Statistical Quality Improvement Techniques
for Maintenance Processes

•

Regression for Process Improvement

•

Expert-level DOE Techniques: Special Topics

To see our current schedule of public seminars, please visit our
website at qualproinc.com/seminars.
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Contact
For further information
about MVT projects, please
contact
info@qualproinc.com.
For further information
on seminars and training,
please contact
seminars@qualproinc.com.

www.qualproinc.com
800-500-1722

